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below the function fails. function check_column($table_name, $column_name) { $result = mysqli_query("SELECT
COUNT(`".$column_name."`) FROM $table_name"); $row = mysqli_fetch_array($result, MYSQLI_ASSOC); if ($row
== 0) { echo "Nope!"; } mysqli_free_result($result);
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FIFAShield.Q: How to search "logical" entities? I'm building a page that
shows data-analysis results for a web-browser. Each of the results are the
output of a web service, which is called once. So, no interaction with the
server required. I'd like to display the user a list of results, showing their
properties. A user might be looking for specific properties of a result, like
the full name of a record. Or, he might be looking for all the records that
have a particular property. I'm using the Ext.grid.plugin.List (or GridPanel)
plugin to create the layout. My rows in the grid just have an element with
the value from the result as a string. Or, in the case of count-valued results,
I could use either an Ext.NumberCell or Ext.form.LabelElement (or
something like that). So, how do I build a search box for finding records by
a certain property? How do I match the input to a correct row in the grid, so
that my row's data gets populated properly? EDIT: On second thought,
perhaps I should just use HTML tables for this. The user would then be able
to click on a row in the grid and see more detailed properties about that
record. A: The most simple solution is to use the query builder. It allows you
to build exactly the query you described. (You can also modify the type if
you have to. After you build the query you can apply it to your store like
this: var store
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